
The profile of
a perfect window
starts here  



The Highprofile Classic timber plantation 
shutter collection will take your home to a 
whole new level of style, transforming the 
way you live. Highprofile Classic shutters 
combine strength and durability with 
elegant design, and help you provide the 
right mix of light, airflow and temperature 
control in that special space.

Our unique construction method 
means you can place less panels 
in a window and maximise both 
light and the view.

Choose between our two beautiful and 
versatile options of poplar painted or 
basswood stained. We have the perfect 
shutter to suit every home. 

Highpro�le

Get ready 
to set your 
expectations 
higher



Our Highprofile Classic painted shutters are 
the perfect choice for that classic plantation 
look which shines in both traditional and 
modern settings. Opt for one of our on-trend 
standard whites, or experiment with custom 
colours to create your ideal interior scheme. 
Made from premium poplar, a low density, 
light coloured hardwood timber, they have a 
fine texture and a lack of taint which allows 
for a flawless finish.

Our unique construction method makes our 
shutters stronger but also results in a more 
efficient yield from the tree, resulting in a 
more environmentally friendly and 
economical finished product.

For that truly luxurious feel, a beautiful shutter 
in a rich timber stain is without equal. Made 
from premium basswood, 
our timber is light in colour, has a fine uniform 
texture and an indistinct straight grain, which 
enhances the stain colouring process. Avail-
able in a number of standard stain finishes 
and custom stains upon request, your shutters 
will complement any space imaginable. 

Furthermore, our unique production process 
means that our  Highprofile Classic stain 
shutters can span the largest single solid panel 
distances in the industry.

Talk to your sales representative about 
the various colours, stains, blade sizes and 
installation methods available.
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The right choice 
for the environment

Organic and Renewable
Timber is reusable, recyclable and biodegradable. In comparison, inorganic 
materials not only require excessive energy to produce, but are 
non-recyclable and typically release toxic chemicals. Timber is a renewable 
resource and costs the environment less compared to other products.

Energy Efficient
Did you know that windows are typically responsible for losing 25%-50% of the 
energy used to heat and cool a home? Highprofile Classic timber plantation 
shutters will help reduce your home’s energy consumption by offering UV 
protection and heat reflection during summer months and acting as an 
insulator and chill barrier in the winter.

Eco-Friendly Paint Finish
Our painted shutters are finished in a modern waterborne paint that not only 
provides a premium durable finish to your shutters, but is also considered to be 
the eco-friendliest and healthiest paint option for your home. With no 
additives, thinners or hardeners typically found in high levels in solvent paints, 
waterborne painted shutters are eco-friendly, have low VOCs, low odour and 
are UV resistant, allowing for excellent colour retention over time.

Contact one of our sales representatives today to find out how 
Highprofile Classic timber plantation shutters can take your home to a 
whole new level of style and transform the way you live. 

you can also contact us about our range of aluminium shutters.




